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Paradise Theater





Experience Nonpareil
 












nänpəˈrel: unrivaled; having no match or equal.

















































Crafting The Experience









To create is our raison d'ê·tre. Excellence is our purpose. The spectacular is our passion. These values empower our singularly skilled and passionate team of designers, engineers and project managers to envision and deliver unparalleled private cinemas. Akin to a fine work of art, it is rare. Only by harmonizing performance, aesthetics and craftsmanship with a relentless commitment to impeccable quality is "Experience Nonpareil" achieved. 
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We provide the goosebumps































The finer things. You know them. Your Private Cinema is the rarest of those fine things, a gathering place where memories are made and remembered, through the arts of music and film. Precious moments, enjoyed and shared with those you love, make life grand. Exhilaration and emotion experienced together and made possible by your artfully engineered and designed Paradise Theater. It is what we do.















































We love our home theater and there is no way it would have turned out like it did without Paradise Theater. Their process is very meticulous and incorporates every facet of state-of-the-art theater design. It includes the initial consultation, conceptual design, seating charts, screen sizing, interior design, renderings, acoustical engineering, detailed construction documents, system performance testing, and audio and video system calibration. Their owners and staff are knowledgeable, respectful, easy to work with, and passionate about creating a movie experience that provides a true escape from reality and plenty of great family memories. The value of their insight and experience far exceeds the cost of their services. We give them our highest recommendation. 



Julie

Los Angeles







 





























What Drives Us









Our design philosophy is more sophisticated than 'form follows function'; we recognize that one doesn't deliver a truly exceptional experience without the other. A Paradise Theater must embrace both form and function to truly deliver something extraordinary. This engineered performance is only attainable with attention to every detail of the private cinema; this defines Paradise Theater.
Every Paradise Theater is a unique endeavor undertaken to exceed the individual needs of our clientele. It is the distinctive nature of each design that gives every Paradise Theater owner a one-of-a-kind experience in their home. This cannot be achieved with a templated design or a cookie-cutter approach; it can only be achieved with a careful design and engineering process with explicit attention to detail.
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The Grant Cinema




















El Milagro




















The Minema Immersive Private Cinema




















Buffalo Run Cinema




















5 Shadows




















Luxurious Retreat




















Entertainer’s Delight




















2nd Time Around




















Mountain Paradise




















Vintage Tropical Theater




















High Performance Theater in Historic Home




















Craftsman Style Theater




















Dreams Do Come True




















Hollywood Glamour Screening Room




















A Place for Family Time




















Rustic Beverly Hills Theater




















Luxe Theater




















Contemporary Beverly Hills Private Theater




















Tropical Fusion Theater




















Sleek Metropolitan Screening Room




















Cozy Contemporary Home Theater




















Enchanted Theater




















Simply Immersive




















Vintage Hollywood Screening Room




















Rustic Modern Home Theater




















Bali Style Theater




















Modern Beach House Theater




















Desert Retreat




















Contemporary Style Screening Room




















Contemporary Theater




















A Great Escape
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